Other Databases to Try for Research on a Controversial Topic.

There are over 200 databases accessible through the Edison State Library Database page. Some will be better than others, depending on your assignment. There is a Subject-based list available, which shows the EBSCO databases. Below you’ll see other databases that may be useful for this assignment.
Databases

Search 200+ research databases for articles from academic journals, magazines and newspapers!

Alphabetical List
Subject List

Most Popular Databases

**For Use On Campus**
- Academic Search
- Business Source Complete
- CINAHL Plus
- Nexis Uni (formerly LexisNexis)
- Oxford Reference Books (PegiNTO)

**For Use Off Campus**
- Academic Search
- Business Source Complete
- CINAHL Plus
- Nexis Uni (formerly LexisNexis)
- Oxford Reference Books (PegiNTO)
- SIRS
- SIRS Researcher
- Opposing Viewpoints

Electronic Journals
Alphabetical List

Magazines in the Edison Library
Search Now
Here I’ve picked Current Events from the Subject List. Four databases were returned; the first 2 look useful for the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict research.
Israeli-Palestinian Conflict

Palestine is an area in the Middle East bounded to the west by the Mediterranean Sea, to the north by Lebanon, to the south by the Sinai Desert, and to the east by the Jordan River. It is occupied at present by two peoples or national groups, Israelis and Arabs. Israel, a democratic republic that identifies itself as a Jewish state, was founded in 1948, and in 2016 had a population of 8.17 million people (74.8 percent Jewish, 17.6 percent Arab, and 7.6 percent other). The term “Palestinians” denotes Arabs whose place of personal or recent-ancestral origin is Palestine. Some View More

On This Page
- Featured Viewpoints 19
  - Arab States No Longer See Palestine as Obstacle to Better...
  - "Opposing Viewpoints Online Collection, 2017 From Opposing Viewpoints in Context
  - Trump’s ‘Outside-In’ Approach to Israel-Palestine Won’t..."
- Viewpoints 163
  - The United States Should Not Recognize Palestinian Statehood
  - The Palestinian Territories, 2014 From Opposing Viewpoints in Context
- Statistics
  - The United States Should Recognize Palestinian Statehood
  - The Palestinian Territories, 2014 From Opposing Viewpoints in Context
- Related Topics
  - Anti-Semitism
  - Arms Trade
  - Islamic Fundamentalism
  - More

Related Topics
- Anti-Semitism
- Arms Trade
- Islamic Fundamentalism
Showing results for “Israel Palestine United states”

The Israeli Lobby

In mid-March 2006, Harvard University's John F. Kennedy School of Government posted on its Web site as part of its Faculty Research Working Papers series, "The Israel Lobby and U.S. Foreign Policy" by political scientists John J. Meashmeir of the University of Chicago and Stephen M. Walt of the Kennedy School, where he is also academic dean. The paper unleashed a storm of controversy, generating condemnations from congressmen, philanthropists, the editorial boards of leading newspapers, and other academics. (Journal of Palestine Studies) Controversy and debate revolved around the thesis of the paper which focused on the influence of the Israel lobby on U.S. foreign policy to the extent that it jeopardizes "not only U.S. security but that of much of the rest of the world," as well as the "implications of the response [to the paper]-notably the silence in the U.S. mainstream media and the vitriol from Israel's defenders." This article presents the text of the Meashmeir/Walt study as it appeared in the London Review of Books as well as a sampling of international responses to it.

Palestinian Territories Timeline
Leading Issues Timelines | ProQuest Staff | 2018 | Lexile: 1170 | SIRS® Issues Researcher

This timeline chronicles the major events in the Palestinian Territories, including the Six-Day War, the Camp David Accords and the Oslo Accords.

Palestinian Territories: Timeline
World Conflicts Today | ProQuest Staff | 2011 | Lexile: 1260 | SIRS® Issues Researcher

*In 1947, the United Nations voted to divide Palestine into Arab and Jewish areas and, in 1948, Israel
If you need still need help finding sources for your research, don’t despair!
Visit the Library’s information desk, call the library at (937) 778-7950 or e-mail us at library@edisonohio.edu